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Abstract

This paper deals with the unsupervised segmentation of astronom-
ical multiband images. Most of these images have the particularity
to be quantized on float numbers with large luminance range, on
different wavelengths. These characteristics require to manipulate
large amount of extremely accurate data on each spectral band,
which is very different to the case of 8-bits-integer coded pix-
els. We present some results obtained on Multiwavelength images
of the Small Magellanic Cloud, by using the Marginal Posterior
Mode (MPM) estimator on a quadtree structure under Markovian
assumption. The estimation of the model parameters is then ad-
dressed with Expectation-Maximization (EM)-type algorithms, al-
lowing unsupervised hyperparameter estimation. The main inter-
est of this modeling effort lies in its generality : the algorithm han-
dles multiwavelength floating data in a single upward and down-
ward scan on the quadtree. A new aspect in this paper concerns the
noise statistics that are supposed to be lognormal for each class.
Another new aspect, is the in-scale-coding of the label map.

1. MULTIWAVELENGTH IMAGES IN ASTRONOMY

The study of star formation mechanisms and their relationship with
interstellar medium is one of the most dynamic fields of research
in astronomy. The interstellar medium is composed of a mixture
of gas (mainly hydrogen and helium) in different phases and dust
grains (mainly carbon and silicium). Stars are forming from the
gas in the heart of molecular Hydrogen complexes. The molecu-
lar clouds themselves result from the formation of molecules via
chemical reactions in dense atomic gas. The ultra violet emission
of massive newborn stars ionizes the surrounding gas, giving birth
to the so-called HII regions. Observations at various wavelengths
are necessary to study the different states of gas and dust and their
mutual relationships as well as their links to star formation. The
emission line at21cm in the radio wavelength range gives the col-
umn density of atomic hydrogen (HI), which is the number of hy-
drogen atoms in a unitary section cylinder along the line of sight.
Emissions in the far Infrared at100 or 170 microns are directly
due to the thermic emission of big dust grains. The Hα emission,
at 656.3nm, is the strongest Hydrogen recombination line in the
HII regions and is generally superimposed on the optical contin-
uum of stars[1]. Molecular Hydrogen are difficult to detect, but
estimation of their density can be infered from the intensity of the

CO lines at millimeter wavelengths, assuming that this CO and
molecular hydrogen are formed at quite the same time.

The images studied here are centered at equatorial coordinates
: 00h52m07s -72d49m (J2000) covering a large fraction of the
SMC. These are the following :

• The ”HI image”, Figure 3a, observed at21.1cm is obtained
from both the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA)
radio interferometer and from the Parkes telescope. These
combined observations allow a good spatial frequency cov-
erage ;

• The ”PHOT image”, Figure 3b, coding the luminosity value
recorded at170µm by the ISOPHOT photometer on board
ISO, the Infrared Space Observatory operated by the Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA). On this particular image, some
missing pixels appear as a regular lattice of undefined pixels
values. These gaps come from accidental undersampling of
the observations ;

• The ”Hα image”, Figure 3c, observed at656.3nm for the
same region is used as explanatory data in order to examine
correlation with the star forming regions ;

• The ”IRAS100 image”, observed at100µm from the IRAS
instrument (Infrared Astronomical Satellite) is used in con-
junction with the PHOT image to estimate the temperature of
regions of different components.

All these images have been registered and resampled with re-
spect to the ISOPHOT image. The goal consists in using ”HI im-
age” and ”PHOT image” to segment the SMC cloud into different
classes, in order to be able to estimate physical parameters such
as the temperature for each of them[2]. In order to allow that, we
use a bi-wavelength Markovian-in scale segmentation in order to
generate a segmentation map labelling the pixel in the different
classes.

2. IMAGE ANALYSIS WITH THE MARKOVIAN
HIERARCHICAL METHOD

For segmentation tasks, with strongly noisy images, Markovian as-
sumption allows the description of global behaviors by consider-
ing, on a predetermined spatial neighboorhoud around each pixel,
statistical relationships between observation field and label field
(i.e., segmented image). Nevertheless, Markov Random Fields



(MRFs) lead to robust but iterative procedures (i.e., compution-
ally demanding due to slow convergence[3]). To avoid such dif-
ficulties, hierarchical modeling allows the definition of different
coarse-to-fine strategies, under (spatially or/and in-scale) Marko-
vian assumptions[4]. In this way, we consider a special class
of Markov models, which helps to circumvent the latter draw-
backs (i.e., iterative often computational intensive estimation al-
gorithms). Indeed, the Causal-in-scale Markov Random models,
attached to the nodes of a quadtree, are defined in a general man-
ner, allowing to analyse simultaneously multiband and/or multires-
olution images [5]. The great advantage of this model results in an
interesting causality property through scale, which allows the de-
sign of exact and non-iterative inference algorithms which are sim-
ilar to those used in the context of Markov Chain Models (MCM).
Indeed, another possible approach consists in scanning the image
with a fractal path (scan of Hilbert-Peano for example) : in the case
of multiband pictures, the chain is composed of a succession of
multiwavelength observations on which a Markovian chain model
is applied[6].

Nevertheless, the Markov Chain approach is not suited in the
case of missing observations on the sampled grid (Figure 2),
whereas hierarchical approach on the quadtree can deal with such
unobserved samples[2]. Indeed, the Markovian quadtree segmen-
tation has the capability to overcome missing zones on the obser-
vations (data likelihood equals one for such pixels) and even to
provide a segmentation map without missing labels : the quadtree
propagation of the labels and transitions laws in the method, allows
to overcome the missing pixels problem and spacing artefacts, as
shown on ”PHOT image”, Figure 3(b).

In our example, on both HI and ISOPHOT images, we applied
a markovian quadtree segmentation. A new aspect in this paper
concerns the noise statistics that are supposed to be lognormal for
each class. The data-driven model follows a lognormal probability
density function, whose parameters are estimated by using an ICE
procedure[7] using the Maximum Likelihood estimators which are
presented in the next section. We obtain the 8-classes segmenta-
tion map given in Figure 4(a). Another new aspect, is the coding
of the label map. In fact, we code the obtained segmentation map
at s = 8 different scales for a maximum of16 classes (4 bits) for
each, from the finest resolutions = 0. Thus, each site receives
a label coded on32 bits : 4 bits per scale on8 scale levels. The
observation of the different map in scale is of great interest in the
context of astronomy where a single site should belong to a class
which depends of the scale level : for example a star at full resolu-
tion belongs to a galaxy at a coarser resolution and so on...
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Figure 5(a-d) present the label maps for four different coarser
scales. All the regions identified here are homogeneous with re-
spect to their spectrophotometrical information. Futher analysis
of physical properties in the classes can then take place, particu-
larly the class by class correlated temperature assumption with the
IRAS map[2].

3. LOGNORMAL PDF FOR THE DATA-DRIVEN TERM

The lognormal distributionfY is used extensively in reliability ap-
plications to model failure times and in astronomy to model noisy

observationsy for a given class : the formula below are with loca-
tion parameter equals toa, scale parameter equals tom and shape
parameter equals toσ :

fY (y) =
1

(y − a) σ
√

2π
exp

−(ln(y−a)−m)2

2σ2 ; y > a

with

E [y] = expm+ σ2
2 +a

and
V ar [y] = exp2m+σ2

(expσ2 −1)

A variableY = exp(σX+m) + a is lognormally distributed if
X is normally distributed with ’ln’ denoting the natural logarithm.
The maximum likelihood estimates for the scale parameterm, the
shape parameterσ and the location parametera, are

bm =

PN
i=1 ln (yi)

N
andbσ =

vuutPN
i=1[ln(yi)−

PN
j=1 ln yj

N
]2

N − 1

ba = min (yi)∀i∈[1,N ]

If the location parameter is known, it can be subtracted from
the original data points before computing the maximum likelihood
estimates of the shape and scale parameters. The segmentation
maps Figure 5 are generated with such a data-driven model, which
fits with a large variety of distributions as shown in Figure 1.

4. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We can see on Figure 5 the label map obtained for different scales
: this allows an in-scale labelling process and open the way to
the definition of a vector of labels for each site on the grid, corre-
sponding to the class associated to each multiwavelength pixels, at
different scales of resolution.

This approach is of major interest in astronomy, where each
pixel has to be be labelled according to the scale of observation.
Thus, by combining the segmentation map and the missing pixels
list, we derive a tool for selecting the valid pixels of the different
classes. For each of them, statistical, geometrical or physical
parameters can be evaluated, at different scale.
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Fig. 1. Variety of Lognormal distributions for different
shape and scale parameters

Fig. 2. Mask corresponding to missing observations on
PHOT channel (black dots)

(a) ”HI image”

(b) ”PHOT image”

(c) ”Hα”

Fig. 3. (a) ”HI image” : The image have been resampled to
provide a pixels grid of30” spacing compliant to the PHOT
image. (b) ”PHOT image” : On this picture, composed of
a mosaic of9 observations, the missing pixel data (white
dots), due to sampling adjustment problems, appear as a
regular lattice of white dots. (c) ”Hα image” : The same
region in the Hα band resampled to30” per pixel in order
to match the PHOT image resolution.



(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) displays the8-classes segmented pictures (finest scale :s = 0) using a Markovian-in-scale analysis taking into account
simultaneously the HI and PHOT images. This analysis takes into account simultaneously the2 spectral bands (HI and PHOT) for the
segmentation task whereas the missing data on ”PHOT image” (figure 3(b)) are completed on the full resolution segmentation map by the
label propagation thanks to the Markovian transition lawsaij up to the leaves of the tree as shown on part (b) of the figure[2].
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Fig. 5. Segmentation maps (a,b,c,d) at scaless = 1, 3, 4 and5 respectively, obtained with PHOT and HI images. One
observes the progressive construction of the label map, with lack of labels due to missing observations on PHOT sensor.


